
WEST LAKE, La. —lif 
you're interested in a roving 
report on national reaction ie 
President Kennedy's assassina- 

tion and its aftermath, here it 
is: 

In some 4000 miles ‘of ivavel 

encounter one single person 

heen told the real truth. 
Some, of course, blamed the news media. 

But these were in the minority and they mostly 

were merely repeating an old tune with new 
words, 

Most of those questioned indicated a com. | 
niete lack of faith in the official reports on the 

case. the reports by public officials as well ag 

thase by the law enforcement officers invoived. 

This was a cumulative thing which had al- 
most escaped me until I came home for the. 
week end to sit on the river bank and look over 
my notes. 
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Then, page after page, from state after 

state, 1 found notes and quotes of distrust and 
suspicion about the whole Dallas episode. 

And when I started thinking back 1 couldn't 
iHink af a single Barna Whe wasn't at the very - 

least uneasy about whether the real truth had 
been told. 

‘There were some who fel( thal there might. 
be good nattonal security reasons for withhold. ' 
ing al least part of the story, Bul even they 
were troubled about it. 

In the past.six weeks, I did not: 

who believed he or she had. 
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The fantastic theories that were advanced in: 
many. quarters aa fact would shaka even the | 
_Warren commission: 

Some were absolutely certain that the whole 
‘ thing grew out of the Cuban situation. 

Others said that the recent lessening of | 
tensions between Waship ygton and Moscow. ex . 

plained it all. 

And both of those plota had dittering seta 
of villains. 

From there on, the imaginations ran riot. 
Naturally, the upcoming Presidential election 
entered info many storles- and they were told . 
with such conviction that tha tellers obviously 

"were convinced they were frue, 
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They were certain the whole thing was poll- 
tics, and they differed only as to which party's | 
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Aimosi all the stories, if told In detall, wauild 
- be Hbelous. And some of them wauld- come | 

close to inciting treason. ; 
They really had only one thing in common, | 

and perhaps that is the real story: 

All of them clearly distrusted the afticjal 
reports. Off hand, I cannot rerall any time, ix 
peace or war, when this was asudh 4 universal 
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Perhaps it fs the atmosphere that naturally 
- follows an assassination. Bul lt is a frightening _ 
thing-—-like a room filled with explosive gas, 

The Warren commission has an awesome re- 
- sponsibility, possibly one that even ita members 
- do not yet fully somprehend., ; 


